United Way Elects Four Gay Trustees

United Way of the Bay Area has elected four gay trustees to its 140-member board. The announcement grants totaling over $13,000 will be distributed among social and health services to homosexuals and gay people.

Roberta Archbumb, Cheryl Crise, Michael Kennedy, and Andria Carman join Arthur Lauberg on the board. Lauberg has served since 1981, nominated three of the four.

Brenda Grayson, public-affairs executive for United Way, said 1982-83 fiscal-year grants include $28,752 to Operation Concern in San Francisco, and $35,269 to the Pacific Center offers counseling services for low-income people.

Lauberg plans to call a caucus of the gay trustees to discuss mutual concerns.

Bradley Pledges Action On Executive Order

Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley also announced the granting of gay and lesbian leaders last week he would, if elected governor, recant Jerry Brown's executive order banning sexual orientation discrimination by state agencies.

Bradley also said he would ensure the implementation and fund training programs for state probation officers. A lack of funding has stalled the training efforts.

Bradley, the only running candidate for the governorship, is all but certain to get the nomination for next week's primary. He charged that the training plan is not just as a precautionary measure, but as a way to make sure that the training is done as a regular part of the probation officers' work.

Lauberg said that the emphasis on the training is due in large part to the recent sanctions imposed on the San Francisco Bar Association's admission policies.

Bradley met with the two dozen leaders for coffee and muffins the morning of April 18 at the house of gay activist Harvey Milk. (Above right)

Rememberance Of Things Past

Bobby Heacock and John Blackburn (below) celebrated the third anniversary of their relationship, with champagne and a double-ring ceremony on the steps of City Hall May 21. "We have lived together now for four years, on the night of the 1979 White Night riots. Their case this year directed to a burning police station.

Carol Ruth Silver was one of several speakers to talk about her group's fight for recognition and equality. (Above right, story on page 6.)

Potential hazards could stand correction. Another common hazard among the businesses we inspected was mirror tiles as decorations. Some of these mirror tiles were seriously cracked, especially in the showers at the Club Baths. The window has no rail on the upper floor. We should point the way to the nearest exit to the patrons: no serious problems in the areas we inspected. The women's community area of the management to cooperate. The only fire extinguisher she expected, even though the seats are very slippery getting down from the second level in the steam room, but their previous attempts at extinguishing the endangered few of skid-slosh candles and they have caused patron complaints of anti-slip paper. Captain Ted Hesse said the Fire Department does not have a regular schedule of inspections for bath rooms, small hotels, private clubs, or theaters. He said the department conducts inspections whenever it gets complaints. For instance, Vincent Sullivan said he makes surprise inspections of several South of Market bath houses about every two months.

Many businesses solve the problem by providing non-stick treads. This can be expensive, but it can work. Mike Ostrack from the Fire Department said that polished copper in hot water can help prevent skid marks. We estimated that it probably cost an owner about $350 to replace the missing doorknob on the exit door. He also said that rope barriers are a good idea to prevent patrons from slipping during our visit. The Fire Department inspects and approves Osero’s four times a year. The Sutro Baths is co-ed all but 16 of its chambers and rooms. The only fire extinguisher she inspected and approved Osero in April 1980.

On June 8th, vote for Steve Mimick, Connie O’Connor, Randy Stallings and Lawrence Wilson for Democratic County Central Committee, each on Alice B. Tolidas Democratic Club Executive Committee member.
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King's Honey Sue

Los Angeles — Billy Jean King's husband has lost a $5.3 million lawsuit against Marilyn Burnett, the woman he once called his lover, and her attorneys, charging malpractice.

Burnett lost a lawsuit in December that accused the Kings of agreeing she could live in their Malibu beachhouse and hung would support her for the rest of her life, and then repudiating the agreement.

Cots Elect Seidler

Gary, Ind. — The National Associ­
ations of Police Community Rela­
tions Officers elected Paul Seidler secre­
tary as it met here May 18.

Seidler is a gay community liaison of the San Francisco police depart­
ment's Community Relations Unit.

Seidler said NAPCRO has about 1,000 members, and 250 or so attended the 1982 convention. NAPCRO will hold its 1983 meeting in San Antonio.

Seidler is vice president of the five­state United Church of Christ.

Geneva: "You can't just let the feet off your head" in 1982.

Hep Vaccine Costly

Alaska — The worst side effect from a new hepatitis B vaccine that's almost ready for general use seems to be its price: the vaccine will cost $100 for the necessary three-dose series, Dr. Donald Fran­
cis of the national Center for Disease Control said.

The vaccine is 95 percent effective in preventing hepatitis B, a dangerous liver disease that threatens some 200,000 Americans every year, particularly health-care workers and gay men.

Herpes Spreads Without Sex

Washington — Herpes simples virus can be spread even to human body for periods long enough to suggest that sexual contact is not necessary to contract the incurable genital herpes, UCLA researchers told the Amer­
can Pediatric Society.

"You don't have to be intimate. You had the virus could live 72 hours in a dry room, 18 hours on medical gauze, 4 hours on a handkerchief."

Discharge Blocked

Seattle — The Army can't dis­
grace a 14-year veteran sergeant just because he's a gay, a federal judge ruled last week.

U.S. District Judge Barbara Ritten­
berg said Sgt. Perry Watkins couldn't be kicked out of the Army now, because an Army psychiatrist approved him for service at his induction despite his admission of homosexuality at that time. Both side­

ight unseen left unaddressed whether the Army can bar Watkins from re­
calling when his present tour of duty is up in October.

NYU Bans Bias

New York — New York New­
York University has adopted an amendment to the university's anti-discrimina­tion policy to bar private employers who discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation from campus placement offices, the Washington Square Post reported.

The new, weakened version of one defeated last spring by the university's anti-discrimination policy committee, says employers cannot engage in "an activity at its expense or on its time which has the purpose of justifying or promoting its anti-discrimination policy.

Holtman, 31, is a graduate of the University of Michigan and has spent the last two years working on a homophile program at a Washington hospital.

The debate over Holtman's appointment as the church's gay-community liaison is expected to last several months. While White House sources said the position is expected to be "20 percent" of his active member, the Rev. Tom Cox, the pastor's founder.

GRNL Seeks Umbrella Status

Tampa, Fla. — The Metro­

United Church of Christ has a partial victory in its efforts to form a Catholic Gay Men

The Church of Chosen, ordained Anne Holmes as a minister despite a controversy over her lesbianism, the Washington church council said.

"The Church of Chosen is the first and only national political action committee. It is soliciting funds to assist Sen. Lowell Weicker (D-Conn.) in his campaign to be elected the first gay senator."

Seattle Gay

Pride June 19

Seattle — The Pacific Northwest will have its first and only gay pride parade on June 19, during Celebration weekend, with plans to attract people from five states and British Columbia. Many events, including a picnic following the parade, are scheduled. Information is available from Celebration, P.O. Box 25560, Broadway Station, Seattle, Wash. 98120. (206) 322-4444.

Tennessee Williams Gets Political

Washington — The Human Rights Campaign Fund has begun a nationwide fundraising drive — partly fueled by the playwriting Tennessee Williams — to support gay community's political friends and defeating its enemies.

"We are the gay community's first and only national political action committee," says Dan Frank of the National Gay and Lesbian Women's Political Caucus, among others, which are now part of the group deciding on the application. "GRNL also announced that Ann J. Ferguson, the national father president of the Legal Services program, whose coming out on the pages of The New York Times triggered national attention, has joined GRNL as a consultant."

HBCF would like to help Rep. Larry McDonald (D-Ga.), author of the anti-LGBT ser­

nates amendment. More information is available from HBCF, P.O. Box 1356, Wash­

ington, D.C. 20013, (202) 546-2051.

India — Organizers are scheduling a national gay conference for later this year to follow this country's first-ever gay conference last No­

vember. The 60 delegates met to discuss changes in India's penal laws, which penalize homosexual activity with up to 10 years in prison, and the problems of relations among India's various classes, castes, and communities, the Times Of India reported.

Cops Raid 'Body Politic'

Toronto — Police raided the offices of the Body Politic last week and seized a number of issues of the Advocate newspaper, the Advocate reported.

The raid was in connection with a series of complaints from state officials of homosexuals who empha­

sized need for more openness in state affairs, the Advocate reported.

The Advocate is a gay-identified quarterly published in Canada, and is a member of the American-Canadian Development.

CITY

Fire Victim Sues City

A man who claims the city, the fire department, and the media held him up to "public ridicule" after last year's $6.6 million Fire­
man's life has filed suit in San Francisco Superior Court asking recovery of $160,000 or damages, the Examiner reported.

Mark C. Grearty accused Fire Chief Andrew Cooper of feeding false reports and Mayor Donn Fristen of mis­

charges Grearty, associate dean of stu­
dents at University of California at Berkeley, said he plans to work with politics and gay relations in this popular spot for gay tourists.

Tocco Explains Stand

Supervisory hopeful Bill Tocco late this week attempted to clarify his position on lesbian and gay issues and the meaning of his campaign slogan, "Let's bring back family values.

"I am not against anyone who is gay," Tocco said in a news release. "But neither do I think government should permit and en­

force the gay lifestyle, nor indulge the gay community. For example, I think it inappropriate for gays not to participate in the public schools to children, as is permitted for all others, and this will be a Board of Education resolution."
A FABLE

When San Francisco returned to electing a city council in 1981, and the 1983, the new fifth district was even larger than its predecessors. For one thing, a much greater percentage of its residents were adherents of the same international church. For another, four supervisors were still elected at large, so that the new district included one-seventh of the city's population—rather than one-eighth of it. Some creative legislative redistricting has brought the city's gay and lesbian men and women to fill the boundaries of the fifth district.

NGLs: Almost immediately, an old dilemma returned.

The openly gay representative of a predominantly Jewish district acquired the status of a national gay leader.

Now that might be just fine and dandy for media people prowling for a likely spokesperson. But it ensured the kind of gay out of the city in other neighborhoods who had no part in choosing this NGL. In fact, it also led gay living in the other six U.S. districts.

The well, the San Francisco and the non-district- drifters didn’t care to have them anymore: they wanted to be left alone by some of their own NGLs. In fact, it also irked of district elections, after all — and not the national interests of some of the district's residents.

ORDER AND DISORDER: Religious orders proliferate

This, the pioneering Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence, the Sacrament of Inexplicable Reparation, the Sisters of Chains, the Order of Disorder, the Sorts of the Usual Sin are working to create a new religious order; the two are too good to be true. In 1990, the Lesbian Separatist left executives the Castro and started a new collective in North Oakland and Berkely. Though it’s hard to be sure, the Castro is not the only place where gay separatism / now seems to thrive.

The disproportionate male influence remaining in the Castro is an important factor in maintaining the early days of separatism / and, I believe, the Castro's essential gay identity.

The closing of gay bars from the Castro and the Castro’s influence will be a negative force in the city.

The Covey of the Castro is not the same as the Covey of men; it's not the Covey of the Castro is not the same as the Covey of men, it's not separate parts of the city. It's a single entity, the Covey of the Castro.

The Covey of the Castro is a political entity, a community, a religious entity, a legal entity, a cultural entity.

The Covey of the Castro is a political entity, a community, a religious entity, a legal entity, a cultural entity.

Jerry Brown for Senate

by Jerry Brown

The Senator's endorsement of the gay community in the 1970's was a milestone in the community's self-discovery. I urge you to vote for Jerry Brown.

The reasons for a Brown (Jerry, that is) vote are as follows: in my personal interest, the conviction that the Washington, the Reagan administration is destroying the progressive reform of reform of the 1960's, and in my community's interest legislature will eventually lose its way.

Like Brown (Jerry, he's a straight, white man), I'm for laws against discrimination, for putting criminal penalties on discrimination.

Jerry Brown is a good candidate for the Senate. He is someone who has demonstrated that he is a progressive leader.

Through his leadership, the state public defenders' office was signed into law and the state legal protection to prisoners and the prisoners' rights movement.

Jerry Brown has also been a strong supporter of women's rights and strong supporter of the Sister's of Equality.

Next we told what the community is going through depression. Please ask Jerry Berg. Berg, a lawyer, has organized an informal group that has proposed a plan for rent control in San Francisco. The plan does not have the endorsement of the community, but it is a step in the right direction. If professional means waiting passively on the part of the people, then Brown (Jerry, can you help us in any way? Is there any assistance we can offer— even if that's all we can do? It's one of the most important political issues of our time.

GAY PRIDE PARADE

The Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Committee should consider organizing the Gay Men's Marches association to participate in the parade. The Gay Men's Marches association is a group of the gay community that supports the Gay Men's Marches association and its goals. The committee should consider whether they should participate in the parade. The committee should consider the role of the Gay Men's Marches association in the gay community.

ABBOTT ON GAY VITAL

I thought your reasoning for endorsing Gay Vital was intellectually rigorous. I would hire you to negotiate the condition of the agreement of the Charter of the City of San Francisco.

However, I believe that any California governor would be able to demonstrate that there is no in any such agreement. That there is no practical way of enforcing any such agreement.
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Your Favorite Baths?

Asked on 18th Street.

Bauer, travel agent, Daly City: What I like is you can get a real good deal. I go there with my friends. You can hear a lot of
good music and see a lot of people. I've just recently been introduced in the Liberty Baths.

Jim, student, Castro: I haven't gone to the baths for a couple of years because I have a
love. I used to go to the 8th and Howard. I liked occasionally seeing
someone capable of being attractive, and exchanging phone numbers.

Paul, never, Bernal Heights: The thing I like most about the baths is the discretion. I really
don't go to the baths often. I go to 21st Street and that's about it.

Ben, cook, Los Angeles: I like to meet different people. And I like to have fun, of course.
That's what baths are for. I go to the Liberty Baths on Post Street.

Peter, messenger, Diamond Heights: When my brother comes into town, he makes me go. We
go right from the airport into the baths. They're convenient. That's what's good about them. I've been to the Club Baths on 8th and
Howard, and I think that's all.

John, detective, Castro: I like the relaxation. I just like to go there to relax. I go to the California.

---
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JUNE 8 ENDORSEMENTS

There are few races we would urge you to give special attention to in the primaries.

The Senate race is of primary concern. We urge you to vote for Goe Vidal.

In the Congressional race in the sixth district, we find a great difference between the candidates and urge you to vote for Louise Remis for the Democratic nomination. Editor Barry Algong (Editor Barry Algong)

In the State Senate race, we recommend for State Senate: Millie Yee, 55th Assembly district; and Jack Trujillo in the 16th Assembly district; and Owen Cregg, Ron Robinson, Lionel Minick, and Lawrence Whie in the only

For Republican Central Committee, we recommend: Don Bowden, Franklin, Horace Laid, and Gary Myerschoch in the 18th Assembly district; Dick Dawson, Ernest Larry, William Myers; and

In the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, we recommend: Mark Leno in the 3rd District; and Don Stein in the 4th District.

Announcing

Openings in a Gay Men's Therapy Group

Led by Jim Boland & Alan Sable

A three-week intensive gay men's therapy group, run by充满活力的

For the record, please phone this address 415-861-5502

Massees

Most Holy Redeemer Church

San Francisco, CA 94112

For information phone:

Dr. Boland at 626-9444 or Dr. Sable at 685-8555

Believe... But Don't Believe Them

Richard Zane • John Paul II • Jerry Falwell

... it all said: God will burn you for gay acts. God is not such a
maniac as these preachers bums would have you believe.

For the record, please phone this address 415-861-5502

Good News for Gay & Lesbians

P.O. Box 11553 - San Francisco, CA 94101

---

FIVE YEARS AGO

The board passed the resolution, 7-0, after seven minutes of debate beginning at midnight. It based its action on a 1976 proposal by the Human Rights Committee.

DEPUTY SHERIFFS SUPPORT BRYANT

The San Francisco Deputy Sheriffs Association went in to support Anthony Bryant a telegram supporting her efforts to repeal the Duarte County, Fla. gay rights ordinance. The association's board of directors approved the message, which said: "We applaud the stand you have taken and admire your courage." The deputy sheriffs sent the telegram as Sheriff Richard Honig was to Miami at the invitation of the Duarte County Coalition for the Humana Rights of Gays to campaign against repeal.

---

McDowell Construction

classic interior and exteriors,

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL

professionals

Quantity

Edward M. McDowell 143-845-5862
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An evening rally drew a crowd of about 500 to the Polk Street steps of City Hall May 21 to commemorate the 20th anniversary of the White Night Riots.

Radio producer David Lamble told them, "May 21 is in a kind of borderland of one's commitment to gay liberation. The trust of the hopeful marks the time we are here tonight." The White Night riots followed the manslaughter verdicts in ex-Supervisor Dan White's trial for the slayings of Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk.

Majority, Comic Robin Tyler asserted, "We'll be here next year, and the year after, and the year after. And when White gets out of jail in January 1984, God help him, because he's going to need us."

The White Night riots followed the slayings of Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk.

"When 5,000 people stormed this shade of City Hall," said Carmen Vasquez, "the enemy was n." He asked angrily. He continued: "We're here when they murdered Harvey Milk." And "We be there when they set the killer free."

"Supervisor Carol Ruth Silver, speaking at the rally in the chilly shade of City Hall, spoke at the rally in the chilly shade of City Hall."

Echoing Lamble and the Choral Capella quartet. They sang, "Were true believers are here tonight." The White Night riots followed the slayings of Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk.
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"Supervisor Carol Ruth Silver, speaking at the rally in the chilly shade of City Hall, spoke at the rally in the chilly shade of City Hall."

"Sentinel" Supervisor Dan White's trial for the slayings of Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk.
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"When 5,000 people stormed this shade of City Hall," said Carmen Vasquez, "the enemy was n." He asked angrily. He continued: "We're here when they murdered Harvey Milk." And "We be there when they set the killer free."

"Supervisor Carol Ruth Silver, speaking at the rally in the chilly shade of City Hall, spoke at the rally in the chilly shade of City Hall."

"Sentinel" Supervisor Dan White's trial for the slayings of Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk.
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Russian River 1982

Getting Away to It All in Guerneville

...in San Francisco."

...in a winter I ever spent was a summer August, well be wearing leather...

...as a mongrel mix of folk and New...dered art form. But their songs — even "The Death of Sunny Brite," in which Sunny exorcises her demons at a funeral on her health local landscape — un

...Russian River 1982 ...of women’s music, since they’re sharing a bill with lesbian feminist musician Meg Christian.

...Meg Christian is one of the foremost practitioners of such music, and she has the added distinction of having been the first artist recorded by the Oakland-based Cowboy Records (both the feminist label and her company)." It returns to date, and Christian (who returned to singing a couple)..."Over last year continue to thrive.

Music

The Roches and Meg Christian

by Michael MacColl

Since their debut album in 1978, the Roches sisters — Maggie, Terre and Sunny — have become Bay Area fixtures. They will be mak

Russian River Region, Inc. The Russian River is an ideal day-trip destination. A number of the resorts feature dancing and live entertainment, and there are several gay bars, restaurants, and dance halls in the area. The River also plays host to special events and parties, like the recent Bisexual Party sponsored by Folsom magazine and Andy Warhol’s famous disco, the Cockett Club. The Gay Pride Festival is held every June 12 and 13. The rodeo, on the other hand, is uneven at best.)

Indeed!

...scenic beauty and asphalt rooftops or stake a place in...

...for all but the bravest swimmers.

...feminist

...and an assorted experience as they wander. Folsom magazine, the accompanying chart for a detailed list of accommodations...

...in the greater Bay Area and throughout the Russian River Valley...

...a rich variety of scenic beauty and outdoor recreation. Perhaps the spot out of the wind.

...Russian River. Business...

...in the building and home after a long, sun-filled day of roughing it in the woods.

...to the gay community. The gay presence on the Russian River has gradually found acceptance among the locals. Gay-owned businesses have become an important part of the region’s economy. The Russian River, Business Association, the president of the local chamber of commerce, has become a major factor in the business life of the resort area.

...the area. The River also plays host to special events and parties, like the recent Bisexual Party sponsored by Folsom magazine and Andy Warhol’s famous disco, the Cockett Club. The Gay Pride Festival is held every June 12 and 13. The rodeo, on the other hand, is uneven at best.)
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From ‘Joseph’ to ‘Evita’: A Talk with Author Tim Rice

by Steves Saylor

Tim Rice is one of the most successful lyricists in the world of musical theatre. Together with Andrew Lloyd Webber, he has created two enormous successes: Joseph and Supergirl. And Eva. Not a bad track record. Not to mention that Joseph is the most successful musical of all time, with a number of movements, and Eva is the most successful show of the last decade.

Rice has been involved with Joseph since the 1968 film. The original idea for Joseph was developed by Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice. The show was written during a time when they were both very young, and the show was written in about ten weeks.
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Gay Men in Motion

ing the popular coverband in the Rites of Spring concert is like
trying to catch a swarm of great spangled butterflies in a hairnet.
Outside of Boy Scout camp and prison, there can't have been many
women dressed in solo male attire during the past 25 years.

The chase, the capture, the kiss, the brief moment of bliss
and Jim

Men on stage, in the Dietrichson Theatre, were
and rainwear • outerwear • sweatwear
American and European Surplus
un intimate place to drink.

Men in motion, the new gay dance company, presented a
helpful tap routine, which included a
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RITES OF SPRING: A Celebration of Men Dancing
Rome Auditorium, May 14 and 15.

by Mark Woodworth

Workin' Gay, Dancin' Gay, Showin' Gay
American and European Surplus

"Gay Men in Motion," Men's Gay Dance company,
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Attire for the 80s
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Trials and appeals
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Music & Photography

The Contemporary Music Players
Green Room, Veterans' Building.
May 27, 1982

Henri Cartier-Bresson: Photographer
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
April 30 through June 13

by Bill Hark

The Green Room in the Veterans' Building is a neatly-chambered. Fit it with performers and an audience that does leading to its marble base and start the music. Within minutes you will be perspiring to the lean, start the music. Within minutes it will be time to go. We stay put, their red area with highbrow thought.

These musicians work hard to find the right harmonic sequence, give it the right instrument and place, shape it as though extra pattern. They work as though extra from often obscure design. This concert simply did not possess the kind of unity the composers who studies with Cartier-Bresson finds by chance. Earlier Cartier-Bresson is, of course, more studied than later Cartier-Bresson. The portraits I mention were hardly chance affairs. Still, there is a receptivity in the photographs and their arrangement which imparts a unity of the concert simply did not possess.

Three components: Gilbert Amy's, Janet Smokely, Betty Johns — create from often obscure design. Amy's Green Stove was striking and seemed, but strategized. Proporting the locales mentioned in Amy's title escaped this listener; and assured, but strangely arranged. The coffee was fair, but we were all happy. Nothing missing, you say. If you caught it, you give it light. It was thick, baked in stock and sprinkled with lightly browned and seasoned. To say that we have ever had in a restaurant.

But, I'm getting ahead of myself. We ordered a second bottle of Philippe. It was a perfect wine with all of the skills displayed throughout the evening. We ordered a second bottle of Marche mountain zinfandel to a bouquet, super taste that was dry and pleasantly spicy. I had fresh berries ice cream with Grand Marnier. The coffee was fair, but we were all happy. Nothing missing, you say. If you caught it, you give it light. It was thick, baked in stock and sprinkled with lightly browned and seasoned. To say that we have ever had in a restaurant.
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The coffee was fair, but we were all happy. Nothing missing, you say. If you caught it, you give it light. It was thick, baked in stock and sprinkled with lightly browned and seasoned. To say that we have ever had in a restaurant.

Bakery & Deli
Ken and Ron are available for catering and feature the best in pastries as well as a variety of deli food.

Try a bagel for a unique treat!
4150 18th Street (at Collingwood) • 864-7476

Real Good Karma
Natural Food Restaurant
Open 5 - 11 p.m. every Saturday and Sunday evenings
Cuisine: Chinese, Thai, Vietnamese and Indian
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Endorsements Tie Up Clubs

Two gay community organizations defined the statistical odds May 10 when both came up with ties in voting endorsements for San Francisco Municipal judge.

The Alliance B. T. Scholarship Democratic Club gave 57 votes each to Richard Best and Patricia Luczy and two for no endorsement.

Barry Aris Lawyers for Individual Freedom gave 26 votes each to Luczy and Alfred Chintelli, three votes to Best, and seven for no endorsement.

As a result, the two organizations join the Stonewall Gay Democratic Club in making no recommendation in the race. The Harvey Milk Gay Democratic Club has endorsed Luczy, and Concerned Republicans for Individual Rights is supporting Chintelli.

In other action, Toklas added four endorsements to 14 previous ones for Democratic County Central Committee; Patsy Prouis and Steve Robin in the 16th Assembly district, and Laureen Chew and Larry Griffin in the 17th Assembly district.

Barbara Bowen fell one vote short of receiving the club’s endorsement for Congress in the 4th district when her opponent Louise Renne attained a last-minute bulletin.

Bay Area Lawyers for Individual Freedom also endorsed Julie Conger over six opponents for Berkeley-Albany municipal court and Jeff Brown for San Francisco public defender.

Toklas also issued an early endorsement of its vice president, Sal Rosselli, in the November race for San Francisco community college board.

SALE!

For a very limited time we are offering a central monitored silent burglar alarm installed for less than the price of a good camera, only $269.00* and we will monitor your home or business 24 hours a day. every day for less than the price of a pack of cigarettes: 644 a day! Due to the low price, no other discounts may be applied to this offer. MEMBER: G.G.B.A. For The Man Who Has Everything OPEN SEVEN DAYS AND EVENINGS (Mon.-Fri. 12:30 - Sat. & Sun. 12-6)

The Stars shine on summer nights at TRINITY PLACE

Sharon McNight
Tuesday, June 1
Wednesday, June 2
Thursday, June 3 Cover $5

Nancy Lamont
Tuesday, June 8
Wednesday, June 9
Thursday, June 10 Cover $1

Samantha Samuels
Tuesday, June 15
The Alice B. T. Scholarship
Wednesday, June 16
Thursday, June 17 Cover $1

Nepata Mero
Tuesday, June 22
Wednesday, June 23
Thursday, June 24 Cover $1

Lynda Bergen
Tuesday, June 29
Wednesday, June 30
Thursday, July 1 Cover $1

Gail Wilson
Monday, June 7
Monday, June 21
Monday, June 28 Cover $1

25 Trinity Place, near Sutter & Montgomery / 433-4922

T-Shirts Clue In Brutal Slaying

San Francisco police believe the man who killed Pretti (Peter) Laitio may have worn a powder-blue T-shirt marked WNOE, 1060 AM.

May 27. 1982

"'Sentinel of the apartment, indicating a ferocious struggle. Byrne said the body, bound with neckties, a bell, clothes before leaving the apartment. Inspector Mike Byrne. His bloody T-shirt marked WNOE. 1060 AM. may have worn a powder-blue T-shirt marked WNOE, 1060 AM. WANTED FOR MURDER: The man who wore this powder-blue T-shirt. He had "done that in the past and been ripped off in the past, Byme asked anyone with information to call him or inspector White Guster at 633-1435. Homocide investigators have not yet developed a suspect in the April 20 St. Francis Wood tennis-portraits, portfolios, publicity (415) 626-2610

SAVAGE PHOTOGRAPHY

EXCLUSIVE NO. CALIF. ENGAGEMENT NOW!

IT'S A COMEDY, A THRILLER, A ROMANCE... AND IT'S LIKE NO OTHER MOVIE YOU'VE EVER SEEN:

SECRET, one of the most intriguing mysteries of the time. A man torn between love and honor, between a beautiful woman and an attractive rival, between danger and romance, between life and death. A man who must struggle to keep his love for a woman alive in a world where nothing is as it seems.

Screenwriters Richard Matheson and Julie Conger, the man who killed Pretti (Peter) Laitio, may have worn a powder-blue T-shirt. WNOE is a San Francisco police believe the killer changed clothes before leaving the apartment. WNOE is a San Francisco police believe the killer changed clothes before leaving the apartment. "I done that in the past and been ripped off in the past," Byme asked anyone with information to call him or inspector White Guster at 633-1435. Homocide investigators have not yet developed a suspect in the April 20 St. Francis Wood tennis-portraits, portfolios, publicity (415) 626-2610
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Olympic Countdown

Cultural Celebration Open to All

by Richard Ryan

Cultural Week activities during the Gay Olympics Games, Aug. 26 to Sept. 5, will reflect renewed emphasis on participation and not competition. Recent plans for an international arts competition, including $10,000 in cash awards, have given way to a nine-day, recently announced awards festival.

An appeal of a U.S. District Court decision, ordering 810,000 in cash, has given way to an injunction on June 25, 1981, after Aguilar issued the preliminary ruling. Following is a list of some of the many cooperative ideas coming to our own city and cultural week material could be distributed.

Gay Pride Week

Because the objectives of gay-pride-week events, we'll do something Olympic in San Francisco alone, we still have to plan them ourselves. The U.S. Public Health Service, an organization wants to borrow an office at 597 Castro at 19th St. Call 861-8282/0882, or stop by the office at 863-6440, or stop by the week material could be distributed.
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PRICE WAR!

You can have your choice of ANY ONE OF THE BRANDS of receivers shown below, for only $1 (that's right, only one dollar),

- for a PIONEER Receiver,
- or a SONY Receiver,
- or a MARANTZ Receiver,
- or a TECHNICS Receiver,
- or an AKAI Receiver,
- or a JVC Receiver,
- or a YAMAHA Receiver,
- or an ONYKO Receiver,

with the purchase of one pair of the speakers shown above, at the prices shown above of $149 per speaker.

FOR EXAMPLE:

This Marantz Model SR3100 has a sizzling powerful 2 channel total of:

70 WATTS RMS!!

Go to any other stereo store in the city and ask if they will sell you the same receiver, (brand new), for less than the manufacturer's list price of $350.00.

But now, it's yours for only ONE DOLLAR when you buy one pair of the speaker systems shown above, at the price advertised above.

The SPEAKERS are $149 each, for a total of $298 for the PAIR.

Thus, your complete cost for the two speaker systems AND the receiver comes to a total of $299.

ALL of the advertised receivers and speakers are BRAND NEW, in FACTORY SEALED CARTONS. They are NOT used; NOT factory seconds, NOT scratched or blemished. They are the NEAREST MODELS AVAILABLE, in some brands.

MORE GOOD NEWS!!!

If you prefer OTHER BRANDS OF SPEAKERS, we also have many other brands with the receivers available for $1 with speakers purchase. Thus, you can purchase selected models of LINEAR SOUND, SONIC, SOUND TEC, JBL 902, etc. in various price ranges; and still get a wide choice of receivers for $1. Limit: one receiver per customer!

In some brands, we have a choice of different models available. Supplies of some models are limited. So hurry in for best selection.

The wattage ratings shown above are for both channels combined. THE WATTAGE FOR EACH CHANNEL IS 35 WATTS PER CHANNEL INTO 8 OHMS MINIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER OUTPUT FROM 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz NO MORE THAN .0004 TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION.

SUNSET STEREO

Our 16th Year of Serving San Francisco at this Same Location
2555 IRVING STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
(one block South of Golden Gate Park, at 27th Avenue)

OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM  SUNDAY'S 11:00 AM to 5:00 PM